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Metanalysis validatesomprehensive two partphotonH. C. Potter, PIBehavior Theory Institute, Ste. 110Louisville, KY 40203-3184, USAA ompat photon is believed to form soured eletro-magneti �elds. Dissatisfation eliits persistent searhfor a omprehensive model. Here, I develop and validatea two fator photon funtion uniting light's relativisti,eletromagneti and thermodynami properties. A gaugefuntion fator imparts loalized behaviors. It arries theeletromagneti �eld as a vetor amplitude to enable on-�rmed optial behaviors. These fators are shown to beempirially deteted. Thermodynami onstraint de�nes astandard thermal photon. This standardization eases �eldquantization. The model reveals new photon behaviors.Keywords: photon, light, relativityIntrodutionIn a 1926 letter to Nature [1℄ , G. N. Lewis proposed the name"photon" for disrete units ontributing to radiant energy trans-2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 255port. He postulated six properties aepted as desribing anentity that onveys the eletromagneti fore. This aeptaneis illustrated in [2℄ where "photon" has over 460 ourrenes.Optis [3℄ provides onvining evidene that photons have aneletromagneti wave nature. Geometri optis, photographipixel resolution and point-wise di�ration pattern development[4℄ show that photons are loalized in spae and time. A reentreview [5℄ desribes attempts to unify this dual photon nature.The persistent e�ort to �nd a physial photon model reets aonern that one ompat representation is neessary to guideonit resolution through experiment and theory re�nement.To date, the e�ort has been unsuessful [6, 7℄.Subsequently, Lewis went on to suggest that photons existas Minkowski world light lines where the inde�nite metri haszero length. He proposed a ruial test in whih photons wereto be shown absent at destrutive interferene bands. His pro-posal was immediately refuted [8℄ so thoroughly that treatinglight's relativisti harater was forsaken ever sine. The refu-tation notes that photon paths onneting onstrutive inter-ferene bands pass through destrutive interferene bands. Therefutation onludes with a heuristi dual ation light oneptheretofore unonsolidated. Here I develop and validate a pho-ton model for whih detetor optimization reveals ation duality.My photon inorporates light's relativisti, eletromagneti andthermodynami properties in a ompat funtion expression thatfailitates eletromagneti �eld quantization.The ompat photon funtion has two eletromagneti fa-tors. One fator is an eletromagneti gauge funtion. Thiswave equation funtion is expliitly loalized to the propagationdiretion. Se. 1 shows that it embodies the photon's relativisti2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 256harater, and ontributes partile-like behaviors, but no ele-tromagneti �eld. The eletromagneti �eld is borne by thewave equation funtion as a vetor amplitude. Se. 2.1 showsthat with this amplitude fator the photon funtion an exhibiteletromagneti optial behaviors. Se. 2.2 shows the photo-multiplier and photodiode to be optimized for distint photonfuntion fator detetion. Se. 2.3 shows that thermodynamirestrition de�nes Plank � photons with standard amplitudepeak �eld and volume. These an be applied to quantize �eldsand to study photon behaviors.1 Photons in 4-spaeConsider the Lorenz gauge funtion �(�) for phase �� =r � at. Fig. 1 shows the �-axes are light lines in the photon4-spae. For rays on�ned to beams with a �nite ross-setionthe Cartesian oordinates (r os�1; r os�2; r os�3) de�ne a raydiretion with �xed diretion osines. With this stipulation �(�)satis�es the homogeneous wave equation�rr � �tt=a2 = 0: (1)In equation (1) the subsripts denote partial di�erentiation anda is the wave speed. For onstant �, �0 = ��d� = 0 for summa-tion over repeated indies � 2 fr; tg gives�t(��) = ��r(��)drdt = ��r(��)a: (2)Taking �r to be the photon momentum and �t to be the photonenergy, equation (2) is an energy-momentum relation.The phases are equation (1) harateristi variables for whihthe urves �+�� = (r + at)(r � at) have invariant form when2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om
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Figure 1. Photon 4-spae. The gauge funtion harateristis �� = r � atare light lines in the generalized 4-spae. These harateristis sale reiproallyby the relativisti Doppler fator. So, the �+�� produt is invariant whensubjeted to a Lorentz transformation.subjeted to the Lorentz transformationr = (r0 � a�t0);at = (at0 � �r0) (3)i� 2(1 � �2) = 1. When subjeted to the equation (3) trans-formation, the phases �� sale by the fator (1 � �). If thissale fator is taken to be a Doppler fator, the phase states � = 2���=�� are Lorentz invariant when �� = a=� is a rela-tive rest wavelength that sales with the Doppler fator for the2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 258orresponding ��. With this Doppler designation, v = a� repre-sents a relative speed between two oordinate frames originatingon the ray desribed by r.These results are illustrated for the representative wave equa-tion funtion �( �) = �(~=2�)[sin � +  �℄ (4)where } is the Plank onstant h over 2�. Equation (4) hasbeen normalized to have energy h� when integrated over the  �interval [��; �℄. The equation (4) term linear in  � preventsthe spatial and temporal dependenies from being assigned toseparate fators. It also numerially distinguishes �( �) withdi�erent  � values, but gives�t = }�[os � + 1℄;�r = �(}�=a)[os � + 1℄: (5)Equations (5) satisfy equation (2).1.1 Quantization Even though the equation (4) energy is h�when integrated over one full  � phase state period, the energyis not quantized in the sense that only disrete energy valuesare allowed. When, however, equation (4) photons are avityon�ned, only those satisfying spei� geometry dependent on-ditions are self-sustaining. If these must have zero energy atthe avity boundary no energy will be lost there. For a spher-ial avity with radius R, the photons are self-sustaining for +(L; t) = (2m+ + 1)� and  �(L; t) = (2m� + 1)� where m+and m� are integers and L denotes the avity boundary at R or�R. If these onditions are satis�ed instantaneously by the in-oming wave and its outgoing speular reetion at the bound-ary the time an be eliminated from the phases. This yields2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 259�n = 2R=n or �n = na=2R where n = m+ +m� + 1. Sine thephase state periods an be numbered independently, n � 0 as-sures �n � 0. The avity states for equation (4) photons have ann = 0 ground state with zero energy. Like quantum harmoni os-illators, however, the avity states exhibit a �xed h�1 = ha=2Renergy hange between suessive states. As R ! 1, h�1 ! 0and state spetrum beomes a ontinuum.1.2 Spin Fig. 1 shows that in sattering at the oordinateorigin an inoming wave with phase �+ ould emerge with un-hanged phase or hange to a wave with phase ��. Similarly,an inoming wave with phase �� ould emerge with unhangedphase or hange to a wave with phase �+. Equation (5) gives2h�=a as the full wave period momentum hange for suh sat-tering. Multiplied by the wave speed a and divided by the angu-lar frequeny 2�� this beomes an angular momentum hange.In 1931 Raman and Bhagavantam [9℄ developed seletion rulesfor moleular spin transitions produed by sattered photonswith spins having possible 2-state transitions like those just de-sribed for the photon phase. The authors used photograph-ially determined intensities for sattered light to validate theseletion rules and, thus, a spin for photons.2 Photon BehaviorsSine no transverse �elds an be obtained from equations (5)as gauge potentials, the equation (4) photon wave equation fun-tion must be augmented to exhibit eletromagneti behaviors.For this, we are guided by well established observations.2.1 Deetion When light is direted at a plane interfaebetween to dieletris, some is reeted and the balane trans-2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om
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Figure 2. Photon refration. Photons in a medium with wave speed a1 reetfrom and propagate through an interfae with another medium in whih thewave speed is a2.mitted. For the sheme shown in Fig. 2, the angles speifyingthe ray diretions satisfy the Snell refration lawsin�1a1 = sin�3a1 = sin�2a2 : (6)Multiplying through by h� gives an expression that equates pho-ton momentum omponents in the interfae.Wave amplitudes must satisfy boundary onditions at theinterfae. In optis the amplitude relations are given by theFresnel formulas [3℄. Attahing these amplitudes to the equa-2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om
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Figure 3. Photon di�ration. Lloyd's mirror on�guration in whih light froma point soure S interferes with light from its virtual image in the x-axis mirrorplane. The path length di�erene for the two rays in the �gure isD = 2dy=Lwhen the soure distane d and viewing sreen intersetion y above the mirrorare muh smaller than the x-axis distane from soure to sreen L. Thisontributes Æ = 2�D=� to the phase di�erene at the viewing point.tion (4) photon wave equation funtion then attributes all optisbehaviors to photons. These inlude the Brewster law for po-larizing angle, expressions for reeting power, total reetionwith � phase hange at grazing inidene and interferene. TheLloyd's mirror on�guration shown in Fig. 3 illustrates thesebehaviors. Exept for the eletromagneti �eld reversal at graz-ing inidene, a z-axis line soure at S near the mirror planewould be analogous to the Thomas Young double-slit experi-ment. Intensity at the viewing point an be taken to be thatorroborated in [10℄ for 560 nm synhrotron radiation. The �rst2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 262order fringe has an intensity nearly four times that observedwith the mirror removed. Higher order fringes fade to a bak-ground intensity twie the no mirror intensity. These suggesttwo photon interferene. High order fade is expeted for �nitelength photons. For these, temporal overlap dereases as thediret and reeted path lengths diverge with inreasing fringeorder. Also, photons polarized in the plane ontaining the ini-dent and reeted rays will exhibit enhaned fade attributableto eletri �eld divergene. For the experiment these e�ets areinluded in an e�etive beam ross-setion, but the synhrotronresults indiate that photon behaviors may be extratable frommany photon beams.2.2 Detetion Sine the photon funtion's vetor amplitudeis assoiated with a phase that designates loation on the Poynt-ing vetor, it is appropriate to assoiate the wave equation fun-tion phase state with loation on a vetor for spatially position-ing the Poynting vetor. Sine these spatial vetors are indepen-dent, their assoiated phases will be independent as well. Con-eptually, then, the relation between the wave equation funtionand its eletromagneti �eld amplitude should be taken as phys-ially assoiative rather than numerially multipliative. In theextreme ases where one phase is held onstant while the otherruns freely, phase independene imparts duality to the photonfuntion. However, photon pairs interat only when they arespatially oinident and have equal phase state values.The equation (4) wave equation funtion's eletromagneti�eld amplitude and its equation (5) partile-like energy andmomentum reet qualitatively distint physial behaviors forwhih detetors are optimized. In [4℄ the simultaneous Mah-Zehnder interferometer output signals from a photodiode and2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 263photomultiplier for a green laser pointer soure are presented.Signals are deteted in parallel planes. With the path length inone interferometer arm altered periodially using a piezotrans-duer-mounted mirror, both detetors exhibit synhronized, pe-riodi signal modulation above unspei�ed base values. Thephotomultiplier signal interferene-like modulation orroboratesthe equation (4) wave equation funtion wave nature. Its orre-spondene with the photodiode signal shows fator wavelengthequality. Furthermore, the observed synhrony implies somephase loking between photon fators that is most likely lightsoure dependent. An appropriately plaed retarder should al-low interplane synhrony o�set.Beause prior lassial photon models fail to desribe thephotomultiplier partile-like response with a wave-like interfer-ene harater, attempts have been made to treat photons usingquantum mehanis whih suessfully treats duality for massivepartiles. The e�ort does not work well for massless photons.A token interferene-like response does result, however, if thephotomultiplier detetion probability is proportional to the timeaverage energy imparted by photons from the two interferometerpaths. For photons with the equation (5) energy funtion, thisaverage energy is greatest when the photons arrive simultane-ously but dereases as arrival delay inreases. This result showsthat a valid photon model an suggest plausible explanationsthat would otherwise esape disovery.2.3 Radiation In applying the equation (4) photon waveequation funtion to desribe photon emergene from soured�elds, we must address two omplementary problems:�What �eld amplitude is arried by a photon funtion? and� What photon spetrum is assoiated with a �eld point?2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 264To address the �rst problem, onsider linearly polarized photonswith wavelength �. The �eld amplitude E� is found by equatingthe time average ux �0E2�=2, �0 being the eletri onstant, andvauum light speed  times the energy density. For a photonwith e�etive volume V� at wavelength � this givesE2� = 2(h=�)=(�0V�) (7)where h is the Plank onstant. The Plank law at absolutetemperature T has a universal form desribed by the dimension-less parameter u = h�=kT where k is the Boltzmann onstant.When divided by u to remove the photon energy, the Plank lawspetral ux has a maximum value atu� = 1:59 = h=(kT�): (8)Although suggestively lose to the lassial average kineti en-ergy fator for a noninterative partile system, the numerialvalue for u� is illusory. If state oupation were Maxwellian,the value would be 2. The spetral ux, itself, has the value0:159�T 4 at u� where � is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant. Ifthe Plank law is applied to single photons, this spetral uxde�nes an e�etive single Plank � photon volume given byV� = (h=�)=(0:159�T 4) = 0:976�3: (9)This impliitly equates the wavelengths for photon amplitudeand wave equation funtion. Values for these properties arepresented in Table 1 for � values that inlude the visible range.The values for E� and V� de�ned by equations (7) and (9)are value standards for thermal photons from a blakbody at2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 265Table 1. Linearly polarized Plank � photon properties.(��- frequeny; � - wavelength; E� - peak eletri �eld; V� - volume)h�� � E� V�eV nm V/�m �m38. 155 8.91 0.0044. 310 2.23 0.0292. 620 0.56 0.2331. 1240 0.14 1.870.5 2480 0.03 14.9temperature T given by equation (8). With suh standards it isnow possible to study how photons with other wavelengths atT ompare with the standard or how photons at other T valuesompare with the standard. The model allows suh questions tobe onsidered for empirial evaluation based on the propertiespresented in the table. These are onsistent with �eld strengthand e�etive volume required for photon-like behavior for visiblewavelengths. In partiular the �eld at 2 eV produes a potentialinsuÆient to ionize a 1 �A diameter atom and yet the e�etivevolume allows observed spatial resolution. Reent measurements[11℄ using opropagating laser beams have allowed the transverseeletri �elds to be determined for a few yle, linearly polar-ized laser light pulse. The �eld was reonstruted from mea-sured kineti energy spetra for eletrons detahed from neon2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 266atoms (EI = 21:6 eV) by a opropagating XUV (93 eV) burst.Together, the above equations predit that � 2 � 104 photonswould be required for the � 7�107 V/m �eld found at 750 nm.These equations also predit that the XUV photons do not arryan eletri �eld suÆiently large to produe the observed pho-toionization. These results learly demonstrate that photons ex-hibit two qualitatively di�erent interation modes with matter.The amplitude interats eletromagnetially; the wave equationfuntion interats energetially. Importantly, as wavelength in-reases the energy density dereases and the photon beomesmore purely eletromagneti.The measured frequeny spetrum for whih the transverseeletri �eld was measured suggests �eld quantization may bea possible solution to our seond problem. For this the oef-�ient at eah frequeny in the eletri �eld spetral funtionat a partiular spae point is replaed with suÆient photonsto provide that frequeny's eletri �eld. When two photonshave the same equation (4) wave equation funtion, eah willtransport an h� energy quanta in a full wave period and theomposite will behave as a photon pair with twie the energy.But the omposite may be a subtle reombination. For examplethe photons Ex j  + > and Ey j  + > ould ombine to giveEx j  + > +Ey j  + > ?() = 2Exy j  + > (10)where Ex, Ey and Exy have the equation (7) magnitude in thex, y and x+y oordinate diretions. The photons in this equa-tion onserve number and energy. But, beause equation (7)amplitude quantization invalidates the distributive law, the twoforms give di�erent light intensity ontributions. Sine light in-tensity is proportional to the time average squared eletri �eld,2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om



Apeiron, Vol. 18, No. 3, July 2011 267the left-hand side light intensity ontribution is proportional tothe photon number while the right-hand ontribution is pro-portional to the photon number squared. Another importantexample desribes onversion between two paired linearly po-larized photons and two irularly polarized photons. If eitherpolarization is not primitive, it ould only be observed to reatwith the energy borne by a pair. Suh behavior reality an onlybe veri�ed by experiment. If these e�ets are real, however, theywill add stoastiity to quantized �elds.ConlusionSoured eletromagneti �elds an be quantized by a twofator photon funtion with the 1926 Lewis properties. Rela-tivisti properties are determined by a gauge funtion fator de-pendent on a 2-state phase. Eletromagneti �elds are onveyedby the amplitude fator. Laboratory ondition thermodynam-is allows Plank � photon volume and peak eletri �eld tobe de�ned for �eld quantization. This quantitative uni�ationloalized in energy, momentum, spae and time is behaviorallyvalid. Furthermore, the ompound funtion provides for photonduality: when the wave equation phase state is onstant photonbehavior is haraterized by the eletromagneti �eld amplitude;when the eletromagneti amplitude is onstant photon behav-ior is haraterized by the wave equation funtion phase state.Our detetors are optimized to separate these photon behaviors.This duality allows photon intensity to vanish without photondestrution and allows eletromagneti �elds to be formed fromphotons with quantized amplitudes.The model an guide future study. The presentation suggests2011 C. Roy Keys In. { http://redshift.vif.om
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